'It's torture getting into America', ran a headline earlier this month in a British newspaper. Although dealing with problems faced by tourists, America's tightening grip on visa and passport requirements and other policy decisions, are having far-reaching consequences. The author of the newspaper article described how a fellow journalist had recently been handcuffed, interrogated, held in a cell and maltreated by American security staff. This was as a result of landing at Los Angeles International Airport for a brief stay with the incorrect type of visa.
With imminent laws insisting that all new passports contain biometric data such as fingerprints and iris scans, worse appears on the way. Many travellers are also desperately hoping Congress will grant a delay to the current deadline of October to help avert chaos as countries try to introduce the new passports. People will soon have to queue to have photos taken and be fingerprinted -the kind of procedure most countries reserve for their criminals. It is not surprising that such prospects and news stories are causing some students and researchers to rethink their foreign study plans in the US.
News focus

Fears mount over 'fortress' America
As the US tightens its grip on visa applications post 9/11 and restricts some areas of biomedical research, universities are increasingly worried they may lose their pre-eminent role in attracting foreign students and scientists. Nigel Williams reports.
Since Britain first coined the phrase, 'brain drain' has usually referred to an exodus of the best and brightest from the rest of the world to the US. But US pundits have recently raised the spectre of a reverse brain drain. The fear has been fuelled in part also by the threat of ideological restrictions on biomedical research.
There is concern among the universities that shrinking international graduate student intake affecting all disciplines is one result. Many fear that students will either stay at home or apply to universities in other Englishspeaking countries. "We appear to be seeing the beginnings of a shift in the attitudes of people around the world towards studying in the US," says Johnson. Students and scholars in fields deemed sensitive to US national security face more scrutiny and an average 67-day delay in obtaining visas, that has led to some conferences being cancelled.
Writing "If US universities are to maintain their quality and influence, they must continue to attract top-quality students and scholars from abroad. The sign of scientific power is the attractiveness of the university to people worldwide. If the present barriers are allowed to remain, the US will see a decline in the quality and the influence of its universities -and this will have lasting implications for the economy, for science and research, and for America's role in the world," says Altbach.
